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The Cover 

The cover photographs are enlargements of frames 

from a 16 mm motion picture record of the performance 

of a three-dimensional model of a water -mass breakwater 

protecting a simulated cove on an exposed coast. 

The disturbance in the lee ·of the brea~ater is due 

almost entirely to waves diffracted into this region after 

passing through the opening , the breakwater itself passing 

very little wave energy. 

The complete motion picture record is on file in the 

Bureau. 
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I. IN!'RODUCTION 

The Interim Report of October, 1951, presented a survey of the 

surface barrier studies which had been conducted by the Hydraulic 

Structures Laboratory up to that date. The performance curves of a 

number of types of mobile breakwaters were examined, and the decision 

reached that the most satisfactory one, all factors considered, was 

the three-bulkhead structure. After investigating the effect of such 

parameters as freeboard height, bottom clearance, and bulkhead spacing 

on the overall behavior of the barrier, a scale model of a hypotheti-

cal prototype pontoon assembly was constructed which incorporated what 

appeared to be the most effective values of these p~r~met~rs. Perform-

ance data of this so-called optimum breakwater w~~ ~~ye111 ~fl t}}e 
I 

October report. 

The present report continues where the previous one left off, 

with a more intensive consideration of certain feetures of barrier 

performance which have been but va~~ely understood. Specifically, 

the values of the coefficient of tre.nsmission, defined as the ratio 

of transmitted wave height to incident wav-e heiGht, were determined 

under various controlled wave conditions for the following bodies: 

(1) Fixed single bulkheads of diff;3rent bottom clearances. 

(2) Fixed three-bul:mead t>a:~rier. 

(3) Floating thrP-e -bulkheod barrier with fixed baffle extending 

upward. f r om the bottom. 

(4) Floating barrier with weighted mooring lines. 
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(5) Floating barrier with increased virtual mass on the end 

bulkheads. 

(6) Floating barrier with hydrofoil added forward of first bulk-

head. 

In general, these conditions imposed upon the barrier were artificial, 

and impractical , as far as direct application to a prototype structure 

is concerned. Some information was gained, however, by separating to 

a limited degree the various factors which influence energy transmis

sion by the floating breakwater. 

Unless specified otherwise, the floating barrier referred to in 

this report is the optimum structure with three bulkheads spaced at 

73 and 127 feet, high freeboard, and 15-foot, 5-foot and 15-foot 

bottom clearances. The original performance curve of this body, 

obtained using sof t springs in the mooring lines, is the second 

curve of Fig.8 in the October report, and is used frequently as a 

convenient bas:i.:'a of comparison for the data obtained in the present 

series of tests. 
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II. PROCEDURE 

The experimental technique and the method of evaluating data 

are identical with those employed before in similar work. Again it 

is convenient to deal only with prototype dimensions on the basis 

of the 40 : 1 scale previously adopted. The incident waves sup-

plied the system for these tests were 800, 600, 400, 360, 320, 280, 

240, 200, 160, 120, and 100 feet long and averaged about eight feet 

in height in the 40-foot depth of water. 

In the laboratory channel it was desirable to use a wave height 

somewhat less than the ten-foot height on which a prototype design 

would be based. At the same time, it is difficult to control inci-

dent wave height to the extent that exactly the same conditions 

exist from one test to the next. For these reasons an additional 

series of runs was made for most barrier situations to determine 

the effect of height variation on the transmission coefficients at 

constant wave length. 

While thqre was some variation with height in connection with 

certain of tha a:;."tif icial conditions, such as the fixed single bulk
~T 

heads, the slope, dilr , of the tran~mission coefficient curves for 

the normal floating barrier was almost perfectly horizontal, for 

shallow-water waves at least, for wave heights up to ten feet. It 

is well to keep in mind, however, that this fact may not hold for 

waves much higher than ten feet, say of the order of fifteen · · 
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to twenty feet. If a prototype floating barrier is considered for 

protection against such ultra-high waves, therefore, additional ex

perimental investigation should first be performed to determine the 

validity under those conditions of coefficients determined for the 

ten-foot heights. 
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III. FIXED SINGLE BULKHEADS 

In the October report was pointed out the suspicion that energy 

flow beneath the floating barrier was the major factor determining 

the height of the transmitted wave. To aid in understanding float

ing barrier performance, a sequence of fixed single vertical bulk

heads of different bottom clearances and of high and zero freeboard 

were tested one at a time. The height of the transmitted wave is, 

in the high freeboard cases, a direct measure of the energy passed 

only through the clearance area of a bulkhead fixed in space. 

Each of these bulkheads was constructed of a piece of plywood 

which spanned the full 160-foot width of the channel, and thus main

tained the two-dimensional flow situation to which the Laboratory 

has adhered in all small-channel studies. The plates were rein

forced for rigidity and firmly clamped to the walls of the channel. 

The clearance distances, from channel bottom to the bottom of the 

plates, were about seven, thirteen and twenty fe~ for the high -

freeboard cases, and for the zaro-freeboard bulkheads, where the 

tops were just awash, bottom clearances of abcut seven and 24 feet 

were employed. 

The pe~formance curves of these bulkheads are given in Fig.l. 

A direct compai:ison of Figs.l(a) end l(c) shows that the plates with 

tops just awash and with seven-foot and 21+-foot bottom clearances 

transmitted more wave energy for all wave periods than the high-
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freeboard bulkheads having corresponding bottom clearances. The dis-

sipative effect of the water washing over the top was apparently in-

sufficient to balance the increased amount of energy so allowed to 

pass. This result is in agreement with that observed by Johnson, 

Fuchs and Morison(l): a wave does not break over a submerged barrier, 

especially a narrow one, unless the wave is already in a condition of 

instability. 

Data given in the October report, on the other hand, indicated 

that there was little significant difference between the protection 

provided by a floating barrier with all freeboards high and by one 

having zero freeboard on the first two b~~eads. This fact, seemingly 

anomalous in the light of the above discussion, may be explained by 

the shielding action provided by the high freeboard of the third 

bulkhead. 

While the distribution of points in Fig.l(c) may be entirely due 

to experimental error, it is noted that there is present at least the 

hint of cyclicality with peaks at wave lengths which are roughly mul-

tiples of three feet. If the curves are actually supposed td be of 

periodic nature, a plausible explanation lies in the possibility 

that for those wave lengths the 11 aplashover11 and the energy flow 

under the board may be more nearly in phase. 

A consideration of curves (a) and (b) of Fig.l in the light of 

certain well-known facts about wave behavior suggests something of 

the origin of the transmitted energy, which passes under the bulk-
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head as kinetic energy. This energy may previously have existed in 

one of two forms, either as a difference of potenti~l energy between 

the two sides of the bulkhead, or as kinetic energy stored in the 

motion of the fluid particles. 

In a shallow water wave the distribution of the horizontal com

ponents of particle motion is for all practical purposes uniform 

from top to bottom. If all the transmitted energy was provided by 

the kinetic energy of the wave, therefore, one would expect the ratio 

of transmitted to incident energy to be approximately equal to the 

ratio of bottom clearance to water depth. That such a situation ap

proximately exists may be seen by considering, for example, a wave 

of 600-foot length, which is very close to the shallow water range 

in the 40-foot water depth. Corresponding to clearance-to-depth 

ratios of .17, .33 and .50, the expected transmission coefficients 

would be .41, .58 and .71. The actual experimental coefficients of 

.44, .63, and .69 are sufficiently close to these figures to indi

cate a close relationship between energy transmission and the kinetic 

energy of the incident wave, and the relative insignificance of the 

potential difference across the board. 

Since the transmission coefficients for deep water waves are 

very small, it is obvious that differences of potential energy again 

do not produce a great amount of transmission. Neither, however, 

does the kinetic enargy of the wave. This latter fact is to be ex

pected from the variation of particle velocities as a hyperbolic 
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function of depth(2 ), with most of the kinetic energy being concen

trated very near the surface. That there is some influence present 

other than kinetic energy is evidenced by the fact that the curves 

for the long-period waves in Fig. l(b) are concave downward instead 

of being slightly concave upward. The minor part played by the po

tential differences for both extremes of wave types, however, sug

gests that they may be unimportant for all waves. As a matter of 

fact, qualitative observations of the single bulkhead in the model 

indicate that the net difference of potential during one wave 

period is very slight . 
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IV. FIXED Tlffi.EE -BULKHEAD BARRIER, AND 

FLOATING B.ARRIER WITH FIXED BAFFLE 

CONFIDENTIAL 

A direct study has been made which tends to substantiate the 

belief that for long waves fluid flow is the principle vehicle of 

energy transfer past the floating barrier, rather than the motion 

of the barrier itself. The study was conducted in two steps. First, 

the three-bulkhead barrier was clamped firmly to the channel walls 

to eliminate barrier motion, and energy which could travel only 

under the bulkheads was measured in terms of transmitted wave 

heights. Next the barrier was set afloat again and fixed vertical 

baffles extending upward from the bottom were added in such a manner 

that the top of the baffle was higher than the bottom of the middle 

bulkhead, and energy transmission again measured. 

The first of these two steps reveals the approximate relative 

magnitudes of transmission due to barrier motion and to passage 

through the clearance area. Fig.2(a) shows the transmission coef

ficients of the fixed barrier and compares them directly with the 

coefficients for the same barrier floating. It is noted immediately 

that the curve for the floating barrier exhibits peaks in the vicin

ity of 100-foot and 320·-foot wave lengths, which are considerably 

higher than the transmission by the fixed barrier for the same 

wave lengths. This apparent amplification by the barrier, as the 

last report pointed out, was not necessarily a result of more energy 
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being transmitted by the motion of the barrier itself. It is rather 

a combination of this factor and a more favorable phase relationship 

between barrier and water motion which permits an accelerated passage 

of energy for those wave periods. 

A definite conclusion may, however, be drawn from a comparison 

of the two curves. If the range of wave lengths to which the float

ing barrier is likely to be exposed is from 200 feet up, it would 

not be desirable, even if possible, to fix the barrier in space in 

view of the fact that a peak and a valley are approximately averaged 

out by the fixed barrier. Further, if waves of a minimum of 400-foot 

length are expected, considerab~ better results are produced by the 

floating than by the fixed barrier. 

The curve for the fixed barrier, me~nwhile, is asymptotic to 

zero for very short wave lengths, as one would expect from the dis

cussion of Sec.III. It may, therefore, be obs er ved that whereas 

barrier motion bears a high degree of significance over certain 

ranges of the spectrum of waves whose l cngtbs are great er than that 

of the barrier, for shorter waves the t ransmission appears t o be 

determined by barrier motion. 

An interesting fact is revealed by the third curve in Fig.2(a). 

This curve is a plot of the products of transmissi on coefficients 

estimated for fixed bulkheads having a 15-foot and a five-foot 

clearance, Fig.l(a). This curve i s seen to lie very close to the 

transmission curve of the fixed barrier for most of its length. It 
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is not to be construed that the bottom clearance of the third bulk

head is insignificant; on the contrary, previous tests reveal that 

the opposite is true. Without further experimentation on barriers 

of other bulkhead spacing and bottom clearance, it can only be as~ 

sumed that the result is coincidental in this particular case. 

The question naturally arises as to what becomes of the energy 

which passes the first bulkhead but not the second. In addition to 

energy lost in turbulence, of course, some is reflected back out to 

sea from the second barrier. It is known that the potential energy 

of the water mass between the first two barriers is increased some

what by part of the superfluous energy. This stored-up energy then 

bleeds back, part to seaward and part toward the beach. It is to be 

expected that the part which passes toward shore produces a wave of 

its own which is slightly delayed in phase with respect to the ori

ginal pulse of energy, thus producing some cancellation. 

The second step in this study, that of attempting to eliminate 

energy passage under the barrier, while measuring that passed, or 

permitted to pass, by the barrier motion, proved to be an unfair 

test and hence inconclusive. The introduction of fixed baffles ex

tending t:pward fro:n the bottom modified the barrier motion which 

existed before the b::rlffles were in~Stalled, and perhaps introduced 

new reflections between baffle and bl.:lk.'J.e~d. At any rate, it is not 

surprising that the sum of the e~1ergies indicated by the curves for 

a fixed barrier and for a barrier with a baffle does not equal that 
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for the original floating barrier as one would expect in a conserva

tive system. The only seemingly valid deduction which may be drawn 

from the curves of Fig.2(b) I;~s in the closeness of the curves for 

the 12-fo6t and for the 30-foot baffles. The smaller one closed the 

energy passage route as effectively as did the large one. 

C ONF IDENI' IAL 
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V. WEIGin'ED MOCRING LINES 

In accordance with part of the future program envisaged by the 

October report1 a mooring system was devised to simulate the expected 

prototype design. A bar of babbit weighing J-J/4 pounds (the equiva

lent of 240,000 pounds in prototype) was attached to each of two moor

ing lines forward and two aft of the barrier. In one test the line 

!rom the bottom of the end bulkheads to the weights extended downward 

and outward at 45°, and in the other the line \Vas vertical. In each 

case the lines we~e run horizontally along the bottom from the weights 

to the anchor points, and in still water the weights just rested on 

bottom. 

It was expec1ed that the vertical we~hting would be more effec

tive in attenuating barrier motion for the "rocking" range of waves, 

those up to 400 feet which give the barrier primarily a rocking motion, 

since part of the energy of barri~r motion wotud be absorbed in lifting 

the weights vertically. Waves of 600-foot and 800-foot length normally 

impart to the barrier primarily an oscillating translatory motion. The 

45° weight susper~ion was to provi1e better resistance to motion of 

this type. Fig. Z(c) offers a c0:npa1·ison of ba-rr~.ers using the two 

methods of weighJJi~g wi "7.h each oths:-:-, and with tho so-called optimum 

barrier. It is n.::>tnd that the C t!."C"\Tl ·S for the bar:ri~rs wit~ weighted 

lines ar_, almost perfactly parallel~ ar.d thF:lt o'\•er t .le whole spectrum 

of waves the c~ie for the vertical s~spension provid(s a slight but 
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consistent increase in protection. The breakwater moored in this 

manner appears to possess gen~ra+ly lower tr~~~mission coefficients 

than those moored in the origipal ~:±'asbian~ A point of interest is 

the shift in the location of the resonance peak occasioned by the 

change from spring-mooring to weight-mooring. 
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VI. FLOATING BARRIER WITH HYDROFOIL, 

AND WITH SUSPENDED FLAT PLATES 

CONFIDENTIAL 

It has been mentioned frequently that one method of increasing 

the sheltering is to alter the phase of barrier motion with respect 

to that of the water. Such a change has been attempted in the Labo

ratory by means of a hydrofoil consisting of a hoT.izontal flat plate 

of 20 feet breadth i n direction of wave propagation mounted on two 

rigid cantilever3 ahead of the barrier, and floating on the surface 

of the water. The wave would of course reach the plate a finite 

length of time before it arrived at the breakwater proper. Opera

ting through a 200-foot moment arm, the water action on the hydro

foil produced a barrier motion which was shifted in phase from the 

original motion by an amount which was a function of 1/x . The draw

back of this experiment, even as an academic study, is that for ef

fective results in diminishing energy transmission the amount of 

phase change must be closely regulated. For conditions of change

able wave period, use of such a device would entail a frequent 

change in length of the cantilever. 

A certain amount of increase in the virtual mass of the end 

bulkheads was a chieved by attaching flat plates to the under side 

by tension members in such a manner that when the water was still 

the plate just rested on bottom. Upward motion of a bulkhead could 

then be ~-pe~;ed on1y by moving the plate plus a mass of water, and 

the plate rei;u:•ned t o its ori~inal position by gravity action. 
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The steel plate used on each end was 20 feet by 110 feet by 2~'-';inches, 

and weighed 211,200 pounds. The desired result was achieved, in that 

the barrier motion was visibly reduced to a certain extent, but as 

Sec.IV pointed out, even a completely fixed barrier may not necessar

ily provide better protection than one which is free for all wave 

periods. The performance curves of the hydrofoiled barrier and of 

the barrier with suspended flat plates rev8al 9d no inf~rmation of 

considerable significance, and for that reason are not reproduced 

here. 
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VII. CONCLU3IONS AND COMMENTS 

The most important information gained from this series of experi

ments may be summarized in a number of conclusions. 

(1) Energy passed by a fixed vertical bulkhead of a given 

bottom clearance is greater if the top is awash than if there 

is sufficient freeboard to prevent overtopping by the waves. 

(2) The energy transmission past a high-freeboard bulkhead 

is predominantly a function of the kinetic energy wit~in the 

incident wave,for long-period conditions. For both long-and 

short-period waves the importance of the potential difference 

across the board is but minor. 

(3) The original floating barrier, moored with horizontal 

lines containing soft springs, provided better protection 

from waves longer than 400 feet than the same barrier rigid

ly fixed. It provided at least as good average protection 

for waves lange~ than 200 feet. Energy transmission by 

waves shorter than 200 feet is almost entirely a function 

of barrier motion. 

(4) Employment of a mooring system in which weights absorlj 

part of the ene~gy of barrie~ motion is feasible for use 

with the compartmented b~rriers. The optimum magnitude and 

arrangements of weights is not known. 
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(5) It appears at present that there are but two methods o£ 

obtaining better per£ormance £rom the £loating barrier o£ 

this type than has been observed so £ar: 

(a) Shi£ting the phase o£ the barrier motion with re

spect to that o£ the water in such a way that the 

barrier tends to re£lect wave energy instead o£ 

11gU::.ping11 it. While this result may be achieved by 

some arti ficial method such as th~ hydrofoil described 

in Sec. VI, practically it co~d :be dope onl~ by some 

modification of the barrier itself. 

(b) Combination of high positive bulkhead buoyancy 

and heavy vertical mooring . Fewer of the pontoons 

would be flooded than in the normal floating barrier, 

but the structure would be ·pulled down into the 

water by heavy mooring to the desired maximum clear

ance. By such means, the vertical component of barrier 

motion could be virtually eliminated, thus permitting 

the bottom clea~ances to be of equal magnitude and 

removing the danger of collision with the bottom. 

(6) It is possible to attenuate harrier motion somewhat by in

creasing the effective mass of the end bulkheads with horizontal 

£lat plates. The improvement in performance so achieved, how

ever, is slight. 
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(7) If design of a prototype is anticipated for use against 

waves higher than ten feet, it mat be desirable to perform 

additional experimental study to verify the validity for higher 

waves of transmission coefficients which have been obtained for 

ten-foot waves. 

CO.NF IDENI' IAL 
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VIII. FUI'URE PROGRAM 

It is believed that further work on the mobile breakwater project 

can most efficiently be done after personnel familiar with design of 

prototype structures have had sufficient opportunity to study submit

ted data and to offer suggestions. For that reason, additional studies 

of the floating bulY~eaded barriers will be temporarily suspended in 

favor of other urgent work. 

When this experimental study is resumed, however, there are cer

tain problems which may profi~ably be considered, among them the 

following: 

(1) Measurement of f~ces exerted on mooring lines. 

(2) Further investigation of weight arrangement and location 

in mooring lines. 

(3) Further experimentation with barrier modifications which 

may alter its t,lotion. 

(4) Test of a high buoyancy - heavily moored barrier as 

discussed in the previous section. 
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Appendix 

THEORY OF MOOR ED FLOATING :MASS BREAWfATER PERFORMANCE 

In a previous repor-43,)equations describing the transmission and 

re:flection characteristics of a freely-floating mass breakvrater were 

derived by means of momentum considerations, and the results obtained 

were shown to be in agreement .-ri th a much more elaborate analysis by 

Fritz John. 

It is also desirable to obtain analytic expressions :for the re

flection and transmission by a floating mass breabvater with elastic 

horizontal restraints, since such restraints vrill be present in any 

prototype in the form of a mooring system. This problem involves the 

solution of the dynamic equation of t~ system: 

m · + 1\x = f (1) 

17ith the continuity conditions that the horizontal particle velocity 

at each vertical face of the barrier is continuous vnth the barrier 

motion itself. 

Before solving this problem it will be instructive to eonsider 

the simpler case of a freely-floating body (as solved previously) by 

use of the equation of dynamics: 

IviSc • :::: ,- CQ 

For shallow-water waves, the force on the mass may be taken as 

due to the pressure heads acting on the seaward and lemvard faces of 

the barrier: 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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F = wd (y
1 

- y2 ) (neglecting square o'f small quantities) 

where: w = specific •·reight of sea water 

d = mean water depth 

y = water surface elevation measured from still water 
1 

level at seaward face of barrier 

y2= water surface elevation measured from still water 

level at leeward face of barrier. 

y1 is due to the incident and reflected wave trains, and y2 is 

due to the transmitted train; or: 

sin 211; +~ sin 

sin (211 J -p) 

(211 ; +~) 

where o( and j3 are arbitrary phase angles which must be determined by 

the continuity requirements. 

Since for progressive wave trains the horizontal particle velocity 

( V ) is in phase with the wave height: 

V K[J. .. 2 I . 
sea= sJ.n 11 T - r sJ.n 

v = lee IC [ t sin (211 ; -f3)) 

and from the continuity condition: 

v = v sea lee 

i sin 211 r- r sin 2Tr f coso< 

- t sin 2Tr r cos (3 + 

-22 -

(211; +a<)] 

r cos 2Tr ; sin a< 

t cos 2Tr; sin/3 = 0 
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or: (i - r cose>(- t cos/3) sin 211 ; + (-r sino<+ t sin,B) cos 211 ; = 0.) 

from which: 

(i- r cosa(- t cos(i)
2 

+ (-r sino<+ t sin(3)
2 

= 0 

and finally using the conservation of energy condition: 

i2 = r2 + t2· , 

2i
2 

.. 2i (r coso(+ t cos (3) + 2rt cos ( c4f3 )_ x: 0 

from which, by inspec~ion 

coso<= sinfi= ~ 
~ 

R . o( t cosr = s~n = -:
~ 

and F = 2wdr cos (211 :[- fJ) 

x· 2wdr T 
= M - cos (211 'T -f3) 

wdrT . T 
= N.ar s~n (211 T -P) + cl 

X 
wdrT

2 
( -r' n ) = 

2
Mrl cos 211 'T - , .. + c 1 t + c2 

From continuity; 

and 

or 

'= = v = v1 , sea ee .,... 
x = 0 when 211 T 1 = (3, 

c = 0 1 

Since the horizontal velocity and displacement of the waves are 

90° out of phase: 

2T(T 11 
x = 0 when T - (3 = 2 

or, c = 0 2 
2 

Hence the double amplitude of horizontal motion of the barrier is w~ 

which is also the double amplitude of horizontal particle motion of the 

trensmi tted wave; 
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2 tL wdrT or 

MTf2 
= rrd 

putting M=!_ 
g 

_ L _ L 
T----c Vid 
wrL2 tL 
w;r -Trd 

t wLd 
r = vm-

and since 

::..= 1 t =Ji 0-+;. 
. 

i ~ i 

r 

r_ 1 
i- J_ 2 + (wLd) :rrvr 
t 1 
i= 

J;. + ~) 2 

Putting the barrier weight W equal to the weight of water between 

the seaward and leeward faces: W = wd 2. 

We have: C - ~- ~=l===:
t- i- r rr..e 2 

V4 + <r) 

cr = f = Jr 1 L 2 

1 + (rr.i) 

as before. 

Proceeding now to the problem of a ~oored barrier, we may make use 

of the previous resul's for force applied~ since the introduction of the 

elastic restraints does not affect the co~tinuity relationships; 

M:ic"+ .Iflc = :F ('J. = 2wrd cos (211';- /.1). 
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The solution of this well lmown second-order linear differential 

equation is the sum of the free oscillation, obtained from reduced 

equation: 

:Mic" + Kx = 0 

and the forced oscillation, obtained ~ finding a particular integral 

which satisfies the complete equation. Since any ~all drumping ~ll 

eventually reduce the free oscillation to zero, but affect the forced 

oscillation very little, the forced oscillation as obtained from the 

undamped equation is a good approximation of the steady-state motion. 

The equation may be rffivritten by expanding the cosine term: 

M:ic" + Kx = ~dr (r sin 211 J + t cos 2Tr -;:) 

and a particular integral found by the method of undetermined coef-

fioients: 

Then: 

Let x = A sin 2Tr ; + B cos 2Tr ; 

211A I' 2TrB . I 
:X= -r cos 2rr T- -r s~n 271' T 

x·= 4~A sin 2Tr (- 4~B cos 271' T 
T2 T T2 T 

Mic. + Kx = -~ M (A sin 271' ; + B cos 271' ; ) 
T 

+ K (A sin 271' 'f + B cos 271' ; ) 

2wdr ( . r ') = ---r- r s~n 271' T + t cos 271' T 

From vrhich by identities: 
2} 2 

A [K- M ( ~ ) J = ~dr 
21 . 

B [ K - M ( iiT ) J = 7t4· 
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and: 

X ;:: 
2wd: 

l. 

Putting S = 2 rr 

4 
~ the natural period o~ the barrier~ooring system: 

2wdr ( T ) 
X = ------.2"" COS 2Tr if - !3 

K [1 - ( ~ ) ] 

Again equating the double amplitude o~ barrier md transmitted-wave 

particle motion: 

and 

4 w d r tL 
s 2 = mr 

K (1 - ( T" ) J 
t = 4rr w d

2 

r LK (1 - ( ; )l 

t 
i 

W 2 L2 
To verify these results, we may substitute M = g, T ::: gd , K = 0; 

obtaining 

r 1 

l = J ( v1dL~) 
1 + 1fW" 

) 

which agrees with the previously-derived result ~or no restraint. 
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The maximum !or~ per foot of barri~r length exerted by the barrier 

on the a."lchor po ~_nt is ecz.ual -co th.a spx-ing constan-t K of the mooring 

times the half-~plitude of motion of the barrier: 

where S a.nd K o.re calculated on the basis of o. ba.rri er strip of unit 

length. 

The corresponding maximum force on a rigid barrier is: 
, 

F =2 w d r 7 max 

hence: 

F 
) I max 1 -,- = I 

{ F 
t 1 ( ~ ) 

2 
max 

T 

This relationship is plotted in Fig.3a., where it is seen that it 

s 
is essential that the ratio T exceed a value of 1.414. 

The effectiveness of the moored barrier may be evaluated by com-

paring its ct with that of a free barrier: 

Ct moored 

ct free 

r~--+ ( ~R )2 --

= ~ l + { LK ( 1 - ( ~ ) J _7 
2 

411 w d f 
----=--·----------

= ~~ -ll_+ __ <_~_x_·_)_2 ______________ _ 

rrQ 2 [ 1 ] 2 + ( y;- ) ( S/T ) 2 - 1 

Tlus relationship is plotted in Fig.3b, where it is seen that the 
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mooring system reduces tra.nsmi tted wave heights only when the natural 

period of the barrier-mooring ~Jstem is sho~ter (.707 or less) than 

the imident wave period. 

The important result of this analysis may readily be seen by com

paring Figs.3a and 3b. It will be observed tP~t any elastic mooring 

system nhich requires less anchor force the!l that required by a rigidly

fixed barrier will result in higl-.er transmitted waves than a completely 

free barrier of the sw.e width. Therefore, an elastic mooring system 

cannot be used to increase the effectiveness of a floating mass break

water. Since same mooring is required to resist the steady force com

ponent due to unsymmetrical waves, . currents, winds, etc., the mooring 

should be designed to produce a barrier motion period in excess of 3 

or 4 times the expected wave period, and so limit the resonant ampli

fication effect of the mooring to a small quantity. 
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Fig. 3 - Theoretical Results for Elastically - Moored Barriers 

(a ) Mooring force requirements 
(b) Transmission characteristics 
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